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Write-up
My write-up answers following questions:

not there
yet

kinda, but
needs work

strong

No idea

Not sure

Yes!

For whom would this LDP be designed and for what purpose? (What is the driving
question, problem, issue, or need I am addressing?)
Why is something like this important for my target group? For others? (How do I know
this to be true-- convince us by backing up your claims using credible sources)
What are the outcomes I care about, or the impact I hope this project will have? (if
applicable, this could be stated in terms of acquired knowledge, skills or changes in
behaviors and attitudes)
What are some insights I already have about this problem or my learners that might
guide my solution ideas?
(optional) What are some initial project ideas? (stay light and tentatives; these ideas
may change later and you don’t want feedback to focus only on your solutions right
now)
How/why might my project be different/unique or better in some way than solutions
that are already out there? (what are those other solutions, if known at this point)

Comments

Other considerations:
I have considered following:
This project is feasible for me.. (what skills and knowledge do you already have and what
you will need to acquire?... if your solution ideas are tentative, this may be hard to know
at this stage. That’s ok)
I have or can gain access to my target users/ participants/ subject matter experts/ other
collaborators (for input, feedback, user testing, etc)
This project will involve at least a few things I can build on (a deep interest, experience,
subject matter expertise, technical skills, use of a certain design process)
I have jotted down and gotten some feedback on any questions or concerns I have about
this project.
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